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INTRODUCTION
Since 2016, commentators across a swath of disciplines have pointed to Google and Facebook
as consequential and harmful actors in the global political and social order. These platforms
influence world events by doing everything from disseminating fake news during national
elections1 and a pandemic in the U.S. and abroad 2, to helping hate groups form and organize3,
to aiding in the fomenting of genocide in Myanmar.4
One area often missing from the discussion, though, is the corporations’ impact on local
communities, both through their products oriented to organize local social and economic
life and their corporate strategies around taxation.
Yet local strategies are core to both platforms, and while policy can be done at a national level,
life is lived locally. The shops, businesses, public spaces, schools, and people around us make up
our neighborhoods, and the taxes we pay support our communities.
Indeed, Google and Facebook know this, and portray themselves as organizers of local
communities, helping connect people to the small businesses and neighbors around them.
“One of the biggest opportunities is to help small businesses create connections with customers
in their local neighborhoods and beyond,” Google CEO Sundar Pichai wrote in October 2019.
“While the internet has given people the ability to buy anything from anywhere, often they
are searching for what’s right next to them: the closest pediatrician, the best pizza delivery
in Omaha, a hair salon open today.”5 Pichai said this is especially true during the coronavirus
pandemic: “Definitely we see activity back around people trying to find services, what’s around,
what’s open. People are exploring and discovering local services again.”6
Similarly, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg has touted himself as a “community builder,” likening
Facebook groups to “churches, sports teams, unions or other local groups.” 7 Through 2017,
Zuckerberg had discussed “community” 150 times in public8: “Meeting new people, getting

1 “Coronavirus: False claims viewed by millions on YouTube,” BBC, May 14, 2020 https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52662348
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Scott, Mark, “Facebook to tell millions of users they’ve seen ‘fake news’ about COVID-19,” Politico Europe Edition, April 16, 2020 https://www.politico.eu/article/
facebook-avaaz-covid19-coronavirus-misinformation-fake-news/
5 Pichai, Sundar, “Google CEO Sundar Pichai: American small business and big business must grow together,” Fox Business, Oct. 3, 2019 https://www.foxbusiness.
com/markets/google-ceo-sundar-pichai-american-small-business-big-business-grow-together
6 Patel, Nilay and Dieter Bohn, “Sundar Pichai on Managing Google Through the Pandemic,” The Verge, May 19, 2020 https://www.theverge.
com/2020/5/19/21262934/google-alphabet-ceo-sundar-pichai-interview-pandemic-coronavirus
7 Zuckerberg, Mark, “Building Global Community,” Facebook.com, Feb. 16, 2017 https://www.facebook.com/notes/mark-zuckerberg/building-globalcommunity/10154544292806634/
8 Madrigal, Alexis C., “The Education of Mark Zuckerberg,” The Atlantic, Nov. 20, 2017 https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2017/11/the-markzuckerberg-theory-of-community/546290/
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exposed to new perspectives, making it so that the
communities that you join online can translate to the
physical world, too,” is a Facebook goal, he said.9 On
calls with investors, Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg
routinely talks up the importance of Facebook for small
and local businesses. As Zuckerberg once indelicately put
it, “A squirrel dying in front of your house may be more
relevant to your interests right now than people dying
in Africa.”10

The net effect
undermines the ability
of locals to access good
information; instead,
the vacuum is filled
by commentary and
conspiracies.

And yet, when looking for local news or community
information on social media, you don’t necessarily
get the most trusted or professional sources, or those
from traditional community stakeholders such as newspaper editors, local business, unions, or
religious leaders — you get what Facebook wants you to see. When you run a Google search to
find a local restaurant, you don’t necessarily get the best or most useful information — you get
what Google wants you to see. When attempting to access information about where your local
government is spending local resources or what it is charging for utilities, you often can’t get
the full picture, only a snippet that Facebook and Google will allow. And when paying your local
taxes to support your community, you may not realize the money is often going to subsidize the
businesses of Google and Facebook through tax concessions hidden via shell corporations.
The net effect undermines the ability of locals to access good information; instead, the vacuum
is filled by commentary and conspiracies. For instance, in Holyoke, Massachusetts, the loss of
several local papers resulted in the town having just one newsweekly that does no investigative
reporting. When a ballot initiative in 2019 that would have OK’d a bond issue for two new middle
schools was put forward, commenters in a local Facebook group spread misinformation about the
city’s finances, such as who would be responsible for any potential cost overruns on the project.
Targeted advertisements against the initiative were run by a committee11 whose largest funder
was the local mall, the largest taxpayer in the city.12 The ballot issue was ultimately defeated.13

9 Chaykowski, Kathleen, “Mark Zuckerberg Gives Facebook A New Mission,” Forbes, June 22 2017, https://www.forbes.com/sites/
kathleenchaykowski/2017/06/22/mark-zuckerberg-gives-facebook-a-new-mission/#27861d5e1343
10 Saiidi, Uptin, “Why Mark Zuckerberg’s new year resolution is his most important one yet,” CNBC, Jan 10, 2017 https://www.cnbc.com/2017/01/10/why-markzuckerbergs-new-year-resolution-is-his-most-important-one-yet.html
11 Facebook Ad Library, accessed July 20, 2020 https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=inactive&ad_type=political_and_issue_
ads&country=US&impression_search_field=has_impressions_lifetime&q=holyoke%20school&sort_data[direction]=desc&sort_data[mode]=relevancy_monthly_
grouped
12 Facebook Ad Library, accessed July 20, 2020 https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=inactive&ad_type=political_and_issue_
ads&country=US&impression_search_field=has_impressions_lifetime&q=holyoke%20school&sort_data[direction]=desc&sort_data[mode]=relevancy_monthly_
grouped
13 Trowbridge, Ryan and Hugh Zeitlin, “Holyoke ballot question for new middle schools defeated,” Western Mass News, Nov. 5, 2019 https://www.
westernmassnews.com/news/holyoke-ballot-question-for-new-middle-schools-defeated/article_bf14a862-fff9-11e9-a7d2-7b8a460b9f6d.html
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Regardless of the merits of the measure, a dedicated local news outlet would at least have been
able to provide accurate information regarding the state of the city’s finances and its ability to
cover the cost of the schools. Instead, as one city employee put it, local government officials
wound up “playing whack a mole with every little conspiracy theory out there.”14 The city
simply wasn’t equipped to run a propaganda campaign on behalf of funding schools.
This policy brief will examine Google and Facebook’s effects on local communities in two ways.
First, it will examine the impacts of their product lines: How their search and social networking
services affect local communities through their organizing of advertising markets and the
viability of local journalism. Second, it will explore more direct political strategies by these
corporations to extract subsidies from local communities, and how they hide what they are doing
from voters. These are surely not the only harms the corporations inflict on local communities,
merely some of the most egregious.
Finally, it will detail solutions – at both the federal and local level – to readjust the legal
underpinning of the platform business model, so that Facebook and Google’s strategies of selfpreferencing to exclude competitors and profiting via misinformation are no longer viable, and
so that local communities can prioritize small businesses and local services over the business
imperatives of these extractive giants.

*

*

*

WHAT ARE FACEBOOK AND GOOGLE?
Popularly portrayed as big tech companies, Facebook and Google – and the other properties they
own, such as WhatsApp and YouTube, respectively – are better understood as vital 21st century
communications networks.15 They’re the platforms on which local shops and restaurants connect
to customers, on which local news is disseminated, and on which citizens organize everything
from school bake sales to local elections to neighborhood clean-ups.
But their business models are not based on serving consumers with the most credible
information and facilitating neutral communications among friends, family, and community
stakeholders. Instead, Facebook and Google use intrusive surveillance of their users to collect
data, and they use algorithms based on “engagement” to ensure users continue to pay attention
to curated content. They then sell user attention, enriched with data, to advertisers, often

14 Author interview, July 20, 2020
15 Stoller, Matt, Sarah Miller and Zephyr Teachout, “Addressing Facebook and Google’s Harms Through a Regulated Competition Approach,” American Economic
Liberties Project, April 2020 https://www.economicliberties.us/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Working-Paper-Series-on-Corporate-Power_2.pdf
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monetizing content they didn’t generate but are profiting
from, with users manipulated into further engagement
with their properties. Both companies have incentives
to self-deal and self-preference their own content in
order to capture market share, and then use engagement
algorithms to sell more advertising.16
Good information isn’t what Facebook and Google are
selling. You are being sold to advertisers through what
you see and interact with. As tech reporter Rani Molla

Good information isn’t
what Facebook and
Google are selling.
You are being sold to
advertisers through
what you see and
interact with.

put it, “This business model has been around for decades,
and it shows how free software (not to be confused with
the free software movement) and services are never really
free. You’re paying with your data.”17

HOW DOMINANT SEARCH AND SOCIAL
NETWORKS AFFECT LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Google Undermines Local Businesses: For a local business to operate and be successful,
local residents must be able to find it. There’s a long history of enabling such matchmaking
between customers and businesses through newspapers, radio, TV, directories, and local
advertising channels. Today, one of the key mechanisms filling this critical function is local
search. Local search is the single largest category of search on Google, the world’s dominant
search engine. In 2018, Google said local search grew by 50 percent over the year before,
outpacing the overall search market.18 More than 80 percent of cell phone users report
searching for businesses “near me.”19
And yet, Google’s search properties, either general search or via its Maps subsidiary, often
hurt local businesses and residents by allowing scammers to infiltrate its listings. For instance,
Florida locksmith Rafael Martorell explained that the name of his business, A-Atlantic Lock and
Key, was stolen by scammers on Google who pretended to be him and would charge customers

16 Testimony of Sally Hubbard before the Senate Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on Antitrust, Competition Policy and Consumer Rights,“Competition in
Digital Technology Markets: Examining Self-Preferencing by Digital Platforms,” March 10, 2020 https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Hubbard%20
Testimony.pdf
17 Molla, Rani, “Why your free software is never free,” Recode, Jan. 29, 2020 https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/1/29/21111848/free-software-privacyalternative-data
18 Sterling, Greg, “Google CEO: Local-Mobile Search Grew 50% Last Year,” LSA Insider, Oct. 28, 2018 https://www.lsainsider.com/google-ceo-local-mobile-searchgrew-50-last-year/archives
19 Sterling, Greg, “Survey: 82 percent of smartphone shoppers conduct ‘near me’ searches,” Search Engine Land, August 28, 2018 https://searchengineland.com/
survey-82-percent-of-smartphone-shoppers-conduct-near-me-searches-304512
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five or six times what he normally charged. “One
of the scammers put the name of my company, and
the address that he put was my own house,” he said,
alleging that such practices are an epidemic in the
locksmith industry. 20
“90 percent of our advertising, most of that for
years was the Yellow Pages,” Martorell said. “Then
suddenly Google came, without us noticing. And
then we figured it out, we knew we had to go to
Google and that is when the issues began. Because
the local listings, most of them are fraudulent.
Completely phony, fraudulent.”21 The Wall Street
Journal noted several other sectors in which similar
scams have occurred. 22
Since Google is so dominant in search, merchants
have little alternative to battling the corporation
endlessly, trying to buy ads for which they can’t
ascertain the true value – and where a substantial

Florida locksmith Rafael
Martorell explained
that the name of his
business, A-Atlantic
Lock and Key, was
stolen by scammers on
Google who pretended
to be him and would
charge customers five
or six times what he
normally charged. “One
of the scammers put the
name of my company,
and the address that he
put was my own house,”
he said.

amount of clicks can be fraudulent23 – or simply
vanishing from the vast majority of internet
searches when they are either not listed or when
their listing has incorrect information. (Facebook can create similar issues for small businesses
via fraud, driving up costs for businesses running ads and opaque algorithm changes that limit
small businesses ability to ensure their customers actually see their content.)24,25
Google’s size and scale leads to neglect of local needs. The corporation has eight products with
more than a billion users, so the ability of a top executive to focus on any one town, or even
a major city, is virtually nil. Google is slow to correct misinformation and has allowed whole
neighborhoods to be renamed thanks to user mistakes. In other instances, Google has decided

20 Author interview, July 15, 2020
21 Ibid.
22 Copeland, Rob and Katherine Bindley, “Millions of Business Listings on Google Maps Are Fake—and Google Profits,” The Wall Street Journal, June 20, 2019
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-maps-littered-with-fake-business-listings-harming-consumers-and-competitors-11561042283
23 Titcomb, James, “Google and Facebook advertisers losing billions from online fraud,” The Telegraph, Jan. 20, 2020 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
technology/2020/01/20/google-facebook-advertisers-losing-billions-malicious-click/
24 Bradshaw, Tim, “Fake clicks on online ads costing companies ‘tens of billions’ a year,” Financial Times, Dec. 29, 2019 https://www.ft.com/content/8f0d4b9821c7-11ea-b8a1-584213ee7b2b
25 Swanciger, John, “Facebook’s News Feed Changes Will Hit Small Businesses Hard. These 7 Tips Will Help You Survive,” Inc., Feb. 22, 2018 https://www.inc.com/
john-swanciger/facebooks-news-feed-changes-will-hit-small-business-hard-these-7-tips-will-help-you-survive.html
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that an entire sector of the economy, such as third-party tech repair shops, is simply too difficult
to validate, so it excludes them from search results entirely. 26
Google’s power is immense, and in some ways, more significant than that of the government. As
one businessperson told the Wall Street Journal, “if Google suspends my listings, I’m out of a job.
Google could make me homeless.”27
Poor-quality results can even be profitable for Google. Legitimate businesses often pay for ads on
Google in order to rise back above fraudulent listings. Martorell, for instance, spent $115,000 on
Google ads between 2008 and 2015, before giving up on the platform and relying on
local referrals. 28
Local search is not an inherently concentrated business. There are competitors, such as Yelp,
TripAdvisor, and other specialized vertical search engines that can compete over quality. And
yet Google is a virtual monopoly. That’s because dominance didn’t occur naturally or through
differentiating based on quality. It happened through the exercise of power and capital.
For example, Google pays to be the default search option on Safari on the iPhone. Google also
provides its Android operating system and its app store Google Play to cell phone makers for free
so that they make Google search the default on Android phones. 29
This search dominance also allows Google to preference its own products providing local
information over those of its competitors, even when its own organic search results indicate
that Google content is of worse quality. 30
Google’s search results have evolved over time. While the company once simply provided a list
of hyperlinks to other websites, saying that it’s goal was to get consumers into Google and then
out to their preferred web destination as quickly as possible, it now provides answers to specific
queries and makes suggestions for content that can be accessed through Google directly, through
its use of information boxes.
These include answers to factual questions, like offering that Thomas Jefferson was the third
president without having to send the user to an online encyclopedia. But these boxes also allow
Google to make a judgment call to preference its own content and products in harmful ways.

26 “Restricting ads in third-party tech support services,” Sept. 9, 2019 https://www.blog.google/products/ads/restricting-ads-third-party-tech-supportservices/
27 Ibid.
28 Author interview, July 15, 2020
29 Hubbard, Hansell, Saul, “Big Cellphone Makers Shifting to Android System,” New York Times, Oct. 25 2009 https://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/26/
technology/26android.html
30 Hubbard, “Allowing Digital Platforms to Continue Picking the Winners and Losers of Our Economy Is Un-American,” ProMarket, March 19, 2020 https://
promarket.org/2020/03/19/allowing-digital-platforms-to-continue-picking-the-winners-and-losers-of-our-economy-is-un-american/
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For example, a search for a local Thai restaurant will provide links to restaurant websites, but
above the hyperlinked search results Google provides direct links to restaurants on Google Maps
and Google’s restaurant reviews, as shown below:

Caption: A search result from Google.com

Placement on a Google results page is critical because more than a quarter of users click the very
first result of a search, while just 2.5 percent click on the tenth. Barely any users venture onto
the second page of results. 31 As of 2019, less than half of Google searches result in a user clicking
away from Google. 32
Google’s ability to exclude competitors leads to the quality degradation in results, and so users
end up more susceptible to fraudulent listings than they would otherwise, undermining the
relationship between local businesses and local customers. As one study on Google’s selfpreferencing noted, “The easy and widely disseminated argument that Google’s universal
search always serves users and merchants is demonstrably false.”33 The European Union in 2017
fined Google €2.4 billion euros for similar self-preferencing of its Google comparison shopping
products, which it placed above those of other third-party sales platforms or direct vendors. 34

31 Southern, Matt, “Over 25% of People Click the First Google Search Result,” Search Engine Journal, July 14, 2020 https://www.searchenginejournal.com/googlefirst-page-clicks/374516/#close
32 Fishkin, Rand, “Less than Half of Google Searches Now Result in a Click,” SparkToro, Aug. 13, 2019 https://sparktoro.com/blog/less-than-half-of-googlesearches-now-result-in-a-click/
33 Luca, Michael, Tim Wu, Sebastian Couvidat, and Daniel Frank “Does Google Content Degrade Google Search? Experimental Evidence?” Harvard Business School
Working Paper No. 16-035, 2015. https://scholarship.law.columbia.edu/faculty_scholarship/1931
34 “Statement by Commissioner Vestager on Commission decision to fine Google €2.42 billion for abusing dominance as search engine by giving illegal advantage
to own comparison shopping service,” June 27, 2017, https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/STATEMENT_17_1806
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According to at least two studies, users prefer the
content that Google’s algorithm would naturally
show them to that shown when Google circumvents
its algorithm to preference its own content. In
2015, Michael Luca, Tim Wu, Sebastian Couvidat,
and Daniel Frank found that users are 40 percent
more likely to engage with local search content
produced by Google’s organic algorithm than they
are with the content Google instead preferences in
local search. (Yelp, a Google competitor, provided
funding for the study.)
“Google is degrading its own search results by
excluding its competitors at the expense of its
users,” they wrote. “In the largest category of
search (local intent-based), Google appears to be

Google’s ability to
exclude competitors
leads to the quality
degradation in results,
and so users end up
more susceptible to
fraudulent listings than
they would otherwise,
undermining the
relationship between
local businesses and
local customers.

strategically deploying universal search in a way
that degrades the product so as to slow and exclude
challengers to its dominant search paradigm.”35
In a 2018 paper, Luca and Hyunjin Kim also found that users preferred organic search results
to Google’s preferenced results. Furthermore, they found that other, more specialized search
engines saw a fall in traffic as a result of Google’s actions tying its reviews product to its search
engine. 36 “Our findings suggest early evidence that dominant platforms may, at times, be
degrading products for strategic purposes, such as excluding competitors in adjacent markets
that they are looking to enter or grow in,” they wrote.
The Federal Trade Commission in 2013 concluded that such behavior was anti-competitive,
though it closed the investigation without action. According to documents from that
investigation that were accidentally leaked to the Wall Street Journal, Google engaged in
this conduct because it feared competition from specific search verticals such as Yelp and
TripAdvisor. One executive in an email explicitly pointed to the threat such specific verticals
posed to Google’s traffic, and therefore revenue. 37
An inability for customers and local businesses to find each other, whether because there are
too many scam listings to wade through or because Google is pushing an inferior product,

35 Luca
36 Kim, Hyunjin and Michael Luca, “Product Quality and Entering through Tying: Experimental Evidence,” November 2018 https://pdfs.semanticscholar.
org/98b7/8685df1812c91fb22647963c8b2b280abf79.pdf?_ga=2.179720416.535816151.1591294487-2003198443.1591294487
37 Federal Trade Commission memoranda, August 8 2012, via the Wall Street Journal http://graphics.wsj.com/google-ftc-report/img/ftc-ocr-watermark.pdf
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hurts local economies – first, by potentially driving
legitimate businesses under via depriving them
of customers, and second by exposing customers
to fraudulent businesses charging excessive rates.
Changing Google’s business model so that it doesn’t
have incentives to self-deal or tolerate scam artists
will begin to rectify these problems.
Facebook and Google Undermine Local News:
According to the Save Journalism Project, 32,000
newsroom employees have been laid off in the last
10 years. 1,300 communities have lost local news
coverage in the last 15 years. 60 percent of U.S.
counties have no daily newspaper and 171 counties
have no newspaper coverage at all. 38 Significant
outlets such as the Denver Post, the Columbus
Dispatch, or the Fayetteville Observer, along with

Lack of local news
coverage also makes
local financing more
expensive. According
to a 2018 study,
municipalities that
experience a newspaper
closure have higher
borrowing costs in the
following years, with
the average bond issue
costing the municipality
an extra $650,000.

many others, have been acquired by financiers who
gut newsrooms and consolidate publications in
order to squeeze whatever remaining capital there
might be out of the newspaper business.
This decline in news coverage has had several deleterious effects on local governance and
commerce. First, it lowers democratic participation, as regular newspaper readers are more
likely to vote. 39 Areas that lose their daily newspapers see fewer candidates run for office, have
incumbents win more often, and see voter turnout decrease.40 One study found that staff cuts at
local newspapers are correlated with less competitive mayoral races, fewer candidates entering
races and more incumbent-only races.41 Residents of areas with less local news coverage aren’t as
likely to know the name of their member of Congress – and those members aren’t as responsive
to their districts, bringing less federal money back.42
Lack of local news coverage also makes local financing more expensive. According to a 2018
study, municipalities that experience a newspaper closure have higher borrowing costs in the

38 Save Journalism Project, SaveJournalism.org
39 Matthew Gentzkow, Jesse M. Shapiro, and Michael Sinkinson, “The Effect of Newspaper Entry and Exit on Electoral Politics,” American Economic Review 101
(December 2011):
40 Schulhofer-Wohl, Sam, and Miguel Garrido, “Do Newspapers Matter? Short-run and Long-run Evidence from the Closure of The Cincinnati Post,” NBER Working
Paper No. 14817, April 2011 https://www.nber.org/papers/w14817.pdf
41 Rubado, Meghan E., and Jay T. Jennings, “Political Consequences of the Endangered Local Watchdog: Newspaper Decline and Mayoral Elections in the United
States,” Urban Affairs Review, April 2019 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332198796_Political_Consequences_of_the_Endangered_Local_Watchdog_
Newspaper_Decline_and_Mayoral_Elections_in_the_United_States
42 Snyder, Jr., James M., and David Strömberg, “Press Coverage and Political Accountability,” NBER Working Paper No. 13878, March 2008 https://www.nber.org/
papers/w13878
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following years, with the average bond issue costing the municipality an extra $650,000.43
“Our evidence suggests that there is not a sufficient degree of substitutability between local
newspapers and alternative information intermediaries for evaluating the quality of public
projects and local governments,” the researchers wrote. Essentially, the lack of local news
coverage led to the belief that officials would be worse stewards of the public dollar, so investors
demanded higher interest rates.
This newsroom cataclysm occurred because Google and Facebook monopolized the digital ad
market, hoovering up the revenue that used to support the journalism ecosystem. Currently,
Google and Facebook receive 60 percent of digital ad revenue. Amazon and several other
companies account for another 15 percent. That means every news publication in the country
is fighting over, at best, 25 percent of the available ad revenue. In recent years, Google and
Facebook have gained nearly all of the digital ad growth.44
Here is a quick look at how the two companies have used their monopolies to decimate the
news industry:

GOOGLE
The key mechanism underlying Google’s ability to dominate the digital ad market is that
it largely controls how digital ads are bought and sold, inserting itself into the middle of
transactions between advertisers and publishers and taking a cut that would otherwise go to
those publishers.45 Starting with its 2008 acquisition of DoubleClick, the corporation has rolledup of much of the underlying infrastructure for buying and selling display ads. As Professor
Fiona Scott Morton and David Dinielli put it, “Google has made it nearly impossible for
publishers and advertisers to do business with each other except through Google.”46
Google ties its ad software to search data generated by the Google homepage and YouTube
content – which is a must-have property for advertisers due to high engagement levels – plus
the analytics systems that supposedly provide insights into how successful an ad campaign is. Its
pricing is opaque, so publishers are not certain how large a cut Google is taking from them, other

43 Gao, Pengjie, Chang Lee, and Dermot Murhpy, “Financing Dies in Darkness? The Impact of Newspaper Closures on Public Finance,” Hutchins Center Working
Paper #44, Sept. 2018 https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/WP44.pdf
44 Heath, Alex, “Facebook and Google completely dominate the digital ad industry,” Business Insider, April 26, 2017 https://www.businessinsider.com/facebookand-google-dominate-ad-industry-with-a-combined-99-of-growth-2017-4 Srinivasan, Dina, “Why Google Dominates Advertising Markets Competition Policy Could
Lean on the Principles of Financial Market Regulation,” Stanford Technology Law Review (forthcoming), 2020 https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_
id=3500919
45 Srinivasan, Dina, “Why Google Dominates Advertising Markets Competition Policy Could Lean on the Principles of Financial Market Regulation,” Stanford
Technology Law Review (forthcoming), 2020 https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3500919
46 Morton, Fiona M. Scott and David Dinielli, “Roadmap for a Digital Advertising Monopolization Case Against Google,” Omidyar Network, May 2020 https://www.
omidyar.com/sites/default/files/Roadmap%20for%20a%20Case%20Against%20Google.pdf
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than that it’s significant, and advertisers are not certain that their ads are reaching the audience
Google says they are.47
Google also directly competes against those publishers, since it too sells digital ad space. But
it can use inside information gleaned from its ownership of the ad market infrastructure to
front-run orders and to steer advertisers toward Google-owned properties such as YouTube.48,49
Publishers have little choice but to continue using Google’s services, because there are few other
places to turn, and because Google’s data collection is so vast, and thus its targeting capabilities
so extensive.
Google not only dominates the ad market, but also uses its dominance of search to directly
hurt legitimate news outlets. For example, it demanded that news outlets adopt Accelerated
Mobile Pages (AMP), under threat of exclusion from mobile search results, which it now loads
for users rather than directing them to publishers’ websites. This keeps users within the Google
ecosystem and hurts publishers’ ability to build an audience. 50 Publishers report lower ad
revenue and lower traffic from AMP. 51
Through its Google News and Google Discover apps, Google is also a news aggregator in
its own right, providing sufficient content based off AMP pages that users often don’t have to
leave for publishers’ sites, having gleaned the high points of the story they’re reading straight
from Google. 52 (As noted above, fewer than half of Google queries now result in a click away
from Google.)53
Finally, Google search is using news content in several ways that keep users in its ecosystem,
such as providing “snippets” of articles in response to search queries that are sufficient enough
information that users won’t move to the publishers’ site, or linking product review articles to
its own Google sales platforms, so users can see the key parts of those reviews without leaving
Google. 54 Those moves deprive publishers of traffic and insights into their audiences, which hurt
their ability to build or monetize those audiences or generate higher traffic numbers in order to
charge higher ad rates.

47 Ibid.
48 Srinivasan, Dina, “Why Google Dominates Advertising Markets Competition Policy Could Lean on the Principles of Financial Market Regulation,” Stanford
Technology Law Review (forthcoming), 2020 https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3500919
49 Morton, “Roadmap for an Antitrust Case Against Google.”
50 “How Google Abuses Its Position as a Market Dominant Platform to Strong- Arm News Publishers and Hurt Journalism,” News Media Alliance, June 2020 http://
www.newsmediaalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Final-Alliance-White-Paper-June-18-2020.pdf
51 Ibid.
52 Ibid.
53 Fishkin
54 News Media Alliance
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FACEBOOK
The Facebook undermines the news industry via its own propensity for spreading
misinformation and literal fake news – stories concocted out of thin air by those
hoping to profit from them. It serves as a breeding ground for local conspiracies, such as one
falsely claiming Syrian refugees committed a rape in a small Idaho town (which had no Syrian
refugees in it). 55 Against that content, it sells targeted advertising – collecting the revenue that
could be keeping local news outlets, with editorial judgment and a wall between the content
creators and advertising sales teams, in business.
Facebook’s business model is based, first, on its
reach. It has more than 1.7 billion daily users
worldwide, and also controls other key social
network tools such as Instagram and WhatsApp that
it acquired through mergers. 56 Facebook properties
account for 75 percent of user time on social
networks. 57
Facebook gained that network using two methods.
First, Facebook won more users than early
competitors such as MySpace by pledging a safe
space to both users and partners, promising it
wouldn’t engage in the sort of data collection
practices it currently employs across the web.
Second, the corporation engaged in a merger spree
to acquire competitors, most notably Instagram and

Facebook’s dominance
enables it to collect
significant amounts
of personal data from
both individuals and
publishing partners. It
can then target users
with personalized
ads, out-competing
publishers by using their
own audience data to
enrich its ad targeting.

WhatsApp. 58 Facebook, today, uses exclusionary
practices, such as prohibiting interoperability
with rival social media platforms, locking in users and enabling the corporation to exclude
competitors from taking advantage of its networked scale. Switching from Facebook is only
useful if your entire network of friends, family, and business and personal contacts move at the
same time. As a result, the cost of switching away from Facebook to another network is high.

55 Dickerson, Caitlin, “How Fake News Turned a Small Town Upside Down,” The New York Times, Sept. 26, 2017 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/26/magazine/
how-fake-news-turned-a-small-town-upside-down.html
56 Facebook Quarterly Earnings Report, Q1 2020
57 Morton and Dinielli, “Roadmap for an Antitrust Case Against Facebook,” Omidyar Network, June 2020 https://www.omidyar.com/sites/default/files/
Roadmap%20for%20an%20Antitrust%20Case%20Against%20Facebook.pdf
58 Ibid.
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Facebook’s dominance enables it to collect significant amounts of personal data from both
individuals and publishing partners. It can then target users with personalized ads, outcompeting publishers by using their own audience data to enrich its ad targeting.
In 2018, the Pew Research Center reported that social media had surpassed local newspapers as
a news source for Americans. 59 But Facebook’s newsfeed is designed to serve up sensational and
rumor-laden content that encourages users to keep coming back for more – allowing Facebook
to collect ever larger amounts of data, which it then uses to sell ever more targeted ads. By
one estimate, Facebook controls 50 percent of available display ad space in the ad market.60
Newspapers simply cannot achieve the reach or targeting capabilities for advertisers that
Facebook can.
Then, adding insult to injury, Google and Facebook give a fraction of the money they’ve siphoned
away from new outlets back to them in the form of grants that can never make up for what was
lost.61,62
That dynamic leaves readers with fewer and fewer sources of real information able to sustain
themselves, leaving local residents with less quality journalism on which to base their economic
and democratic choices. Into that void have stepped hundreds of hyperpartisan sites pretending
to be local news sources63 – which, of course, have a large presence on Facebook.64
Facebook and Google Siphon Local Resources Away From Residents and Local
Businesses: Facebook and Google use the power they have amassed via their monopolies to
prey on communities across America, offering jobs and investment in exchange for subsidies
and other favors from local governments. Local officials desiring the investment large tech
companies supposedly bring or who are cowed by the leverage they have – or who simply want
to be associated with two of the largest, most recognized companies in the country – accede to
their demands.
Facebook and Google are major beneficiaries of the tens of billions of dollars doled out by cities
and states annually to businesses, having, respectively, received about $374 million and $882

59 Shearer, Elisa, “Social media outpaces print newspapers in the U.S. as a news source,” Pew Research Center, Dec. 10, 2018 https://www.pewresearch.org/facttank/2018/12/10/social-media-outpaces-print-newspapers-in-the-u-s-as-a-news-source/
60 “Online platforms and digital advertising,” Competition & Markets Authority, July 1, 2020 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
media/5efc57ed3a6f4023d242ed56/Final_report_1_July_2020_.pdf
61 Google Journalism Relief Fund https://newsinitiative.withgoogle.com/journalism-emergency-relief-fund/
62 “Facebook Invests Additional $100 Million to Support News Industry During the Coronavirus Crisis,” Facebook.com, March 30, 2020 https://www.facebook.
com/journalismproject/coronavirus-update-news-industry-support
63 Mahone, Jessica and Philip Napoli, “Hundreds of hyperpartisan sites are masquerading as local news. This map shows if there’s one near you,” Nieman Lab, July
13, 2020 https://www.niemanlab.org/2020/07/hundreds-of-hyperpartisan-sites-are-masquerading-as-local-news-this-map-shows-if-theres-one-near-you/
64 Ibid.
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million dating back to at least 2010 for Facebook
and 2005 for Google.65 Those amounts are just what
has been disclosed, and are likely higher. They also
benefit from reductions in utility costs unavailable
to competitors.
Access to tax breaks, as well as cheaper land and
utility costs, entrenches Google and Facebook’s
power vis a vis their competitors, both nationally
and locally, that aren’t able to negotiate the same
terms with states and cities. For instance, the local
newspaper doesn’t receive the same terms from
local governments, yet still competes with Google
and Facebook in the digital ad market. Smaller firms

Access to tax breaks,
as well as cheaper
land and utility costs,
entrenches Google and
Facebook’s power vis a
vis their competitors,
both nationally and
locally, that aren’t able
to negotiate the same
terms with states
and cities.

hoping to enter businesses in which Google and
Facebook operate, likewise, don’t receive the same
levels of support from the state, making an already
rigged competition even worse.

SUBSIDIES FOR DATA CENTERS
Much of the largesse the companies have received is for the massive data centers they need to
keep their businesses running. Facebook received $150 million in subsidies for one such data
center in Utah, and about $147 million for another in Texas.66 Google received $360 million in
subsidies for a data center in Oregon, and another $254 million for one in North Carolina.67
Overall, Facebook has at least 12 domestic data centers in the U.S., while Google has at least 17.68
These subsidies hurt local communities in several ways. First, they siphon funds from local
school budgets, because the subsidies usually come in the form of property tax reductions,
and property taxes are the primary way in which American schools are funded.
In one instance in Altoona, Iowa, a tax assessor failed to note that a property tax exemption had
been granted to Facebook, so the company’s taxes were included in the city’s budget, and then
the school district’s budget. When the mistake was discovered, the school district lost $900,000
in funds, which an official said would have to be offset by spending cuts or by dipping into
reserves meant for improvement projects.69

65 Good Jobs First Subsidy Tracker, accessed June 23, 2020
66 Ibid., accessed June 24, 2020
67 Ibid., accessed June 24, 2020
68 Baxtel.com data, June 29, 2020
69 Garofalo, Pat, “Facebook and the Data Center Scam,” Boondoggle, Sept. 19, 2019 https://boondoggle.substack.com/p/facebook-and-the-data-center-scam
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While the companies promote data centers as job creators for the local economy, they actually
require very few workers, averaging just 30-50 jobs each.70 There’s no evidence they lead to
broader employment growth in a city or region.
Even with incentives, tech jobs are clustered around a few major American cities.71 Rural
communities pay hundreds of thousands of dollars for each tech job “created” through
incentive programs.72

UTILITY DISCOUNTS
Facebook and Google strategically locate data centers near power sources, which makes sense,
and is evidence they don’t need to be subsidized by the state. But in many instances, cities or
states that have subsidized the companies’ proximity to that energy then give them a discount
on the energy too, as well as on water and other utilities. (Overall, 75 to 98 percent of incentives
given to companies subsidize actions that would have been taken even in the absence of those
subsidies.73) For example, Google received a 10 percent discount on its energy for one data center
in Minnesota.74
The terms of those arrangements often aren’t made public, so the extent of the subsidies are
opaque to the community. “We don’t know the amount of savings they are getting,” Gabriel
Chan, a professor at the University of Minnesota, told Bloomberg Businessweek. “The state can
go too far and give Google too much, but no one knows what the numbers are actually.” 75
To make up the difference, local utilities may turn to rate hikes on other customers.76
Facebook and Google Distort Local Democracy: Many of the subsidies and discounts Google
and Facebook receive are either not publicly disclosed or are hidden from public view by the
corporations’ reliance on shell companies and nondisclosure agreements, disrupting the ability
of local voters to hold the companies or elected officials accountable.
For instance, Google negotiated that rate discount in Minnesota through a shell company called
Honey Crisp Power LLC. Similarly, in Midlothian, Texas, $10 million in tax breaks for a Google

70 Tarczynska, Kasia, “Money Lost to the Cloud How Data Centers Benefit from State and Local Government Subsidies,” Good Jobs First, Oct. 2016 http://www.
goodjobsfirst.org/sites/default/files/docs/pdf/datacenters.pdf
71 Anguelov, Nikolay, and Brenna Jewitt, “Where in America Are the Tech Firms Going and Why: An Exploratory Analysis of Site Selection Trends in the Information
Technology Sector Based on Incentive Packages from 1980 to 2018,” Journal of Strategic Innovation and Sustainability Vol. 15(1) 2020, https://articlegateway.
com/index.php/JSIS/article/view/2727/259373 Bartik, Timothy J., “’But For’ Percentages for Economic Development Incentives: What percentage estimates are
plausible based on the research literature?” W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, July 1, 2018, https://research.upjohn.org/up_workingpapers/289/
74 Frazier, Mya, “When Big Tech Goes Green, Taxpayers Help Foot the Bill,” Bloomberg Businessweek, Feb. 28, 2020 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2020-02-28/when-google-goes-green-taxpayers-help-big-tech-foot-the-bill?sref=ZvMMMOkz
75 Ibid.
76 Ibid.
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project was not disclosed until after the deal was formally approved by local officials. Instead,
Sharka LLC, was the named beneficiary.77
As one professor put it, “Google has a strategic interest in getting their name out of these deals
so that they go down more quietly, without public debate.” 78
In a deal for a data center in Gallatin, Tennessee, Facebook went by the name “Project
Woolhawk.” 79 Even when the Gallatin city council was voting on an economic development
agreement between the city and the company, councilors did not disclose that Facebook was
the beneficiary.80
Gallatin officials claimed to not know who the company behind Woolhawk was as the
negotiations were ongoing. But even if they did, it’s possible they couldn’t disclose it because
the company, along with Google and other big tech firms, demands local officials sign
nondisclosure agreements when negotiating with them.81
The Partnership for Working Families used Freedom of Information Act requests to access
eight such agreements officials signed with Google.82 The documents prevent local officials
from disclosing “the terms of any agreement entered into between the two parties, and the
discussions, negotiations and proposals related thereto.”83 In correspondence with a local
official in San Jose, Google confirmed that the point of the NDAs was to prevent public relations
problems in the community from the disclosure of details between the city and the company.84
Nondisclosure agreements also prevent the release of information regarding how much of a
strain the companies put on local resources. One South Carolina agreement prevents the local
water utility from disclosing anything about Google’s usage: “Google is not named, only an entry
for ‘undisclosed customer’ appears with the usage amounts and price it paid left blank.”85

77 Dwoskin, Elizabeth, ” Google reaped millions in tax breaks as it secretly expanded its real estate footprint across the U.S.,” The Washington Post, Feb. 15,
2019 https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/google-reaped-millions-of-tax-breaks-as-it-secretly-expanded-its-real-estate-footprint-across-theus/2019/02/15/7912e10e-3136-11e9-813a-0ab2f17e305b_story.html
78 Ibid.
79 Garofalo, Pat, “’Believed to be Facebook’,” Boondoggle, May 20, 2020 https://boondoggle.substack.com/p/believed-to-be-facebook
80 Ibid.
81 Richardson, Ian, “Facebook to invest $400 million in fifth Altoona data center building,” Des Moines Register, May 6, 2019 https://www.desmoinesregister.
com/story/news/local/altoona/2019/05/06/facebook-invest-400-m-fifth-altoona-data-center-building/1118518001/
82 “Document Dump Reveals Backroom Deals between Google & Local Governments,” Partnership for Working Families, Feb. 15, 2019 https://www.
forworkingfamilies.org/news/document-dump-reveals-backroom-deals-between-google-local-governments
83 Mutual Non-Disclosure Agreement between Midlothian, Texas, and Google, July 13, 2016 https://games-cdn.washingtonpost.com/notes/prod/default/
documents/3aeaf91e-22a6-4f7c-8adf-6c4a3f1a5abb/note/931bd478-1946-470f-a356-008fee238df0.pdf#page=1
84 O’Donovan, Caroline, “When Cities Sign Secret Contracts With Big Tech Companies, Citizens Suffer,” BuzzFeed, Nov. 20, 2018 https://www.buzzfeednews.com/
article/carolineodonovan/amazon-hq2-google-foxconn-secret-nda-real-estate-deals
85 Novelly, Thomas, “Google has a big economic presence in Berkeley County. But is it creating more jobs?,” The Post and Courier, Jan 11, 2020 https://
www.postandcourier.com/news/google-has-a-big-economic-presence-in-berkeley-county-but-is-it-creating-more-jobs/article_6ad56830-30ab-11ea-bc6c2734720bc164.html
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These tactics allow Google and Facebook to hide potentially deleterious effects on local
communities and prevent local voters from holding office-holders accountable for the
decisions they’ve made vis a vis the two companies.
Further compounding the problem, the economic development agreements between cities and
Facebook and Google often include provisions requiring that the companies receive notification
when Freedom of Information Act filings or other public records requests are made pertaining
to those agreements, giving the companies time to formulate a response or attempt to quash
the request.

SOLUTIONS
Reducing Facebook and Google’s harms at the local level requires both federal and local
solutions. Federal policymakers must make structural changes to the companies’ business
models, while state and local authorities need to refrain from granting the companies special
privileges and introduce measures geared toward accountability and transparency.
1.

Reducing Google and Facebook’s dominance means changing the rules and laws that enable
their business models. One way to start is through structural separations: For instance,
splitting out Google’s general search from mapping or local reviews would disincentivize
the company from self-preferencing its own content over those of its competitors, potentially
improving local search tools and providing an opportunity for hyper-local search verticals
to find traction. The Google-DoubleClick merger could also be reversed, as part of a series of
breakups to return competition to the advertising tech market. The Facebook mergers with
Instagram and WhatsApp could also be reversed, to bring more competition to the social
media space.

2. The Federal Trade Commission can write rules for dominant search engines prohibiting a
variety of anti-competitive actions as unfair methods of competition under Section Five of the
FTC Act. These include self-preferencing of search results, conditioning Google as a default
search engine through the bundling of Android/Play on mobile devices, or payments to Apple
in return for search positioning on iPhone’s Safari.
3.

Removing the liability shield they enjoy under Section 230 of the 1996 Telecommunications
Act would put traditional publishers on a more even playing field and incentivize a form of
advertising based on building trust with users, rather than on clickbait and sensationalism,
by making the companies legally responsible for the content produced on their platforms.
The eventual goal should be to abolish targeted advertising entirely.

4. State attorneys general can join antitrust cases against Google and Facebook or initiate their
own, particularly in the area of self-preferencing and tying of inferior products to those in
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markets which Google dominates. Attorneys general in more than 40 states are currently
investigating Google alongside the federal government, though the exact contours of a
future case are unknown. State attorneys general can also challenge acquisitions by the two
companies, if federal antitrust enforcers won’t.
5.

States and localities can refrain from providing subsidies to the two companies. However,
if that proves too difficult, as part of the rationale behind providing subsidies is that other
states or cities will take advantage of a single state’s reticence to do so, states can join
interstate compacts. Legislation introduced in 14 states would prevent using incentives to
poach businesses from other states; a bolstered version that also disallowed the incentivizing
of new businesses would prevent the subsidizing of Google and Facebook’s expansion.
Congress could also use its power under the Commerce Clause to prevent states from using
company-specific tax incentives86 or could tie an abolition of such incentives to other federal
funding.87 If states choose to continue to use incentives, they should be targeted to local,
smaller businesses.

6. States could also use their powers to prevent city officials from entering into nondisclosure
agreements with specific companies for the purposes of economic development and prevent
their own economic development agencies from doing so. Or they could pass measures to
ensure that all negotiations and materials pertaining to agreements with major corporations,
as well as materials from any private entities that negotiate on behalf of state and local
governments or development offices, are publicly posted. They could also force localities
and school districts to abide by Governmental Accounting Standards Board statement 77,
which requires disclosure of all corporate tax abatements, and which is not followed by
many local governments.88

86 Rolnick, Arthur J. and Melvin L. Burstein, “Congress Should End the Economic War Among the States,” Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, Jan. 1, 1995 https://
www.minneapolisfed.org/article/1995/congress-should-end-the-economic-war-among-the-states
87 Farren, Michael D. and John Mozena, “Federal Pandemic Relief Could End the Interstate Economic Development Arms Race,” Mercatus Center, May 2020
https://www.mercatus.org/system/files/farren-bailout-restrictions-mercatus-working-paper-v1.pdf
88 Good Jobs First, GASB 77 (Tax Abatement Disclosures) Resource Center
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CONCLUSION
Facebook and Google’s power stems from the monopolies they’ve built in digital advertising. From
that flows their ability to dictate terms to local communities, demanding benefits from small and
mid-size cities that they don’t need, as well as secrecy that prevents local voters from holding
the companies and their elected officials accountable. Their monopolies also harm local small
businesses, who become collateral damage in the companies’ quest to undermine competitors in
search and social. Dismantling those monopolies and promoting transparency and accountability
at the local level will help build more resilient and equitable local economies and is crucial for
maintaining the integrity of our democracy.
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